CHAPTER 33
Signs and Safeguards
A Well Baby. What are the signs that our baby is well, and
what are the safeguards that keep him so ? To be forewarned is
to be forearmed, and an ounce of prevention is worth a pound of
cure. And it is still true that a stitch in time saves nine.
Baby's Skin. No longer do we admire the white baby.
Whiteness suggests pastiness and flabbiness and lack of proper
tissue tone. One of the most important signs of health is a skin
that is pink, leaning away from whiteness to brownness. Such
a skin will be firm, elastic, and warm—not passively sodden from
retained or acquired heat, but actively warm, due to a snappy
circulation and muscle tone. This kind of skin is assured by
sun baths plus cold baths on the basis of a proper feeding regime.
We have failed in the past to take advantage as we might have
done of the health-giving rays of the sun, but now we are learn-
ing that one of our most important safeguards lies in the intelli-
gent use of these vitalizing rays.
Sun Baths. Baby, with eyes protected, may be put in the
sun for a sun bath at the age of a month or six yeeks. The first
day the exposure will be perhaps but one minute to his back and
one minute to his front. The next day it will be increased a
minute more, until, gradually, day by day, his stay in the sun
will be prolonged. By three or four months we may indeed have
a "wee brown baby with sparkling eyes." If not by three months,
certainly by six. Baby may be born in the time of year when sun
baths are impractical. He may be born in the late fall or in the
winter. In such case, in many climates, he may not be able to
begin his sun baths until spring, when he will be from three to
five months old. But just as soon as possible it is very important
that he have them. And whenever begun, they should be given
with the same care to prevent sunburn. As he becomes accus-
tomed to sun baths, his resistance to cold will also be increased
so that he may take his sun bath even on a cool or cold day if
he is protected from the wind. Mother c^n tell as she rubs her
hand over him and looks carefully at him whether his skin shows
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